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                    Welcome to the online home of the Ramblin' Reck Club!

                    Since its founding in 1930, the Ramblin’ Reck Club has been an organization of students, committed to the education and promotion of Tech spirit, history and tradition. Learn more about us here!
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                    Interested in the Reck?

                    While many people believe that there are multiple Recks serving as Georgia Tech’s mascot, in actuality there is only one official Ramblin’ Reck which has led the football team and served as a symbol of the institute since 1961. Learn more about the car here!
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                    Want the Reck at your event?

                    When not on official duty, the Ramblin’ Reck may appear at various functions. Proceeds are used to support the maintenance and upkeep of the car. Click here to make your request!
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                    Want to join the team?

                    Recruitment happens every Spring, find out more information about the process here!

                

            

        

    





    
        
            
                
                    In Memoriam
                    Michael Eckert

                    Michael Edwin Eckert (BME 1971) was born 05/31/1947 and died 11/28/2023. Ramblin' Reck Club is hosting a donation campaign in honor of Michael's life.

                    Donate to the campaign
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                    The Reck
                    Drivers

                    Each year, one student is chosen from the ranks of the club to be the sole driver and primary caretaker of the Ramblin’ Reck.

                    Read more
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                    Traditions
                    The T-Book

                    The Georgia Tech T-book was originally published by the Georgia Tech YMCA with the intention of providing a guide to the new Tech students abo...

                    Continue reading
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                    History
                    The Reck

                    The Reck was formally introduced as Georgia Tech's mascot when it led the football team out on to Grant Field for the 1961 homecoming game...

                    Continue reading
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